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KEY OBJECTIVE: TO FACILITATE TRANSPOSITION OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY DIRECTIVES INTO NATIONAL LEGISLATION AND TO SUPPORT EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION + INITIATOR, COORDINATOR AND IMPLEMENTATION PARTNER

REASONING TO EXTEND EECG MANDATE

- WORK ON TRANSPOSITION OF CURRENT EE ACQUIS IS ONGOING IN CPs (ESP. EED)
- NEED TO COPE WITH AMENDMENTS OF THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY ACQUIS IN EU (EE DIRECTIVE, LABELLING ETC.)
- EE AS CROSS-SECTORAL ISSUE NEEDS BROADER COOPERATION AND COORDINATION
- EXCHANGE OF BEST PRACTICES AND TA – PARTICULARLY FOR NEW CPs
- INITIATION, COORDINATION AND BETTER UTILISATION OF AVAILABLE DONOR’S SUPPORT PROGRAMMES
- OTHER ISSUES REPORTED BY CPs: INSUFFICIENT CAPACITY AND LACK OF STAFF, ADMINISTRATIVE BARRIERS, UNDERDEVELOPED SYSTEM FOR EE REPORTING AND MONITORING, FUNDING SOURCES AND NEW INNOVATIVE FINANCING MECHANISMS, UNDERDEVELOPED ESCO MARKET

EECG MEETINGS: 3 PER YEAR, COMBINED WITH WORKSHOPS – next on 21-22 November (update!)
### EECG WORK PROGRAMME 2017-2018

#### 4 AREAS AND 10 CORE TOPICS

**FOCUS:** Directive 2012/27 EU, NEEAPs and their monitoring, promotion of the exemplary role of public sector and energy services, coordination of donors support, promotion of existing support initiatives and design of new ones.

| EED / CT 1: Energy Efficiency Directive  
- Transposition and Implementation | EED / CT 2: Progress Monitoring and Reporting, NEEAPs  
- FYR MACEDONIA, GEORGIA | EED / CT 3: Promotion of the Exemplary Role of the Public Sector (Targets)  
- SERBIA, MOLDOVA |
|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| EED / CT 4: Energy Services, Audits and Management System  
- UKRAINE, TURKEY | EED / CT 5: Efficiency in Energy Supply, CHP and Heating/Cooling  
- SERBIA, MONTENEGRO | EED / CT 6: Funds and Financing for Energy Efficiency, Building Renovation  
- ALBANIA, ARMENIA |
|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| EPBD / CT 7: Energy performance requirements/ cost-optimal level / nZEB  
- KOSOVO*, MONTENEGRO | EPBD / CT 8: Certification of Buildings and Inspections of systems  
- SERBIA, BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA | ELD / CT 9: Analysis and development of regulation on labelling of energy-related products  
- UKRAINE, KOSOVO* |
|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| ELD / CT 10: Implementation Practices  
- FYR MACEDONIA, BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA | HORIZONTAL AND CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES | Coordinators: Energy Community Secretariat in cooperation with the European Commission and Donor Community |
|-------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
13th EECG MEETING (MARCH 2017)

- 42 participants – all CPs, New EECG Work Programme presented, published on EnC website
- Core Topic leaders nominated
- New EECG Chairman: Mr. Ihor Horovykh, SAEE Ukraine

EECG reporting:

1. Transposition of EED (status), targets - support on reporting needed!!
2. 3rd EEAPs reporting and implementation roadmaps - data collection, use of M&V tools (MVP) and cooperation between institutions main barriers!

EC updates, REEP Plus, WB Efficient Biomass Heating Study!

Mini workshop on EED targets (focus on EEOs)!
Between 13th and 14th EECG MEETING (MARCH 2017)

- Guide + template for **EED annual reporting** (EED annex XIV)
- **Ongoing support to CPs**: REEP Plus, bilateral: Georgia, Ukraine, Macedonia
- **Workshop focused on EED and residential sector** – 27 June 2017
- **multEE conference** (M&V) – 29 June 2017
- **New projects / proposals** (REEP Plus, EU4 Energy, WB6 Sustainability Charter, Connecta)
- New areas: **Ecodesign** (REEP Plus - Montenegro)
- Inputs for **ECS Annual Implementation Report, Sustainability charter!**
Thank you for your attention!
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